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At a glance

Activities and outcomes

A digital workspace is much more than a technology solution. It is
transforming the way organisations of all sizes are enabling their
workforces, while simplifying desktop and application management
for IT administrators.

Xtravirt’s service delivers the following:

In many cases, the business benefits of app and desktop virtualisation
alone go some way towards justifying the project costs, even
before proving a long-term return on investment. However, despite
the benefits in security, management, and flexibility, the historic
acquisition costs of desktop and app virtualisation, may give
organisations pause as they contemplate a go-forward strategy.
Xtravirt designs and builds strategies and solutions to solve complex
IT challenges to unlock your full business and technology potential.
If a digital workspace transformation is on your roadmap, then in most
cases, financial analysis is a must.
Financial Accelerator for Digital Workspace is an output led
engagement delivered by Xtravirt that provides the following:
• Financial analysis from experienced specialists, tailored to your
environment. Leverage their experience to set the right digital
workspace approach for your organisation and subsequent
financial model
• Expert coaching through strategy and planning sessions that
identifies which financial source areas require inclusion to
calculate relevant cost of ownership and return on investment
figures
• Documented findings captured directly from the sessions and
subsequent calculations collated into a central information pack
around digital workspace transformation costs, real world best
practices, impacts and dependencies

• Workshop sessions discussing organisation strategy
requirements, constraints and financial objectives
• Capturing of digital workspace use cases and definition of a
high-level solution approach and financial framework model
• Business analysis and financial source data gathering
• Toolset deployment to aid cost calculations
• Financial analysis focused on TCO and ROI
• Presentation of documented findings including next step options

Schedule
• Project initiation meeting
Half day planning
workshop

• Information gathering and requirements
capture
• Business and technology goals
• Financial modelling definition

Analysis and
report

• Configure source / input feeds
• Analysis and output documentation
• Presentation and review

Duration of full engagement will depend on individual requirements
captured in the initial planning workshop.

Feature benefits

Additional services

As experts in digital workspace transformation, Xtravirt deliver these
key outcomes as part of the service:

We deliver end-to-end outcomes, from cloud strategy through to
solution implementation, and including designing and building
private/hybrid clouds & self-service provisioning and management.

• Business strategy definition, vision and challenges
• Technology solution alignment into; private cloud, hosted and
managed hosted services, public cloud and SaaS
environments
• Cost modelling to realise time to value, total cost of
ownership and return on investment objectives

Related busines solutions delivered by Xtravirt include, IT
Transformation Strategy Services and Managed Service Desk.
Alternatively, services can be tailored to fit specific customer
requirements.

About us
Xtravirt is an experienced consulting firm dedicated to delivering
outcomes to help customers solve their IT challenges. We design and
build strategies to help customers unlock the full potential of cloud,
datacentre and workspace technology.
Our core business covers digital infrastructure, hybrid cloud, digital
workspace and cybersecurity. Our services include advising
strategy and direction, optimising and integrating technology and
teams through to delivering end-to-end IT transformation
programmes.
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